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1.You are the Microsoft 365 administrator for a company. You deploy Windows 10 to all devices by using
Windows Autopilot.
You need to ensure that employees can install Microsoft Office 365 ProPlus on their devices.
What are two possible ways to achieve this goal? Each correct answer presents a part of a solution.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Use the self-install option on the Office 365 dashboard
B. Download and install the Office ProPlus Windows Installer (MSI) package
C. Enable auto-deployment of Office 365 apps for all devices
D. Update the Windows AutoPilot deployment profile to include the Office 365 apps
Answer: A,C
Explanation:
https://answers.microsoft.com/en-us/msoffice/forum/all/msi-installer-for-office-365/69e0a0ae-ae67-4a6f996c-cbc6daaf41e3 https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/mem/intune/apps/apps-add-office365
Deploy from a local source with Configuration Manager: Manage your deployment with Configuration
Manager, and download and deploy Office from distribution points on your network.
Deploy from the cloud with the Office Deployment Tool: Manage your deployment with the ODT, and
install Office on client devices directly from the Office CDN.
Deploy from a local source with the Office Deployment Tool: Manage your deployment with the ODT, and
download and deploy Office from a local source on your network.
Self-install from the cloud: Manage your deployment from the Office portal and have your users install
Office on their client devices directly from the portal.
2.A company plans to migrate to Microsoft 365.
You need to advise the company about how Microsoft provides protection in a multitenancy
environment.
What are three ways that Microsoft provides protection? Each correct answer presents part of the
solution. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
A. Customer content at rest is encrypted on the server by using BitLocker.
B. Microsoft Azure AD provides authorization and role based access control at the tenant layer.
C. Customer content at rest is encrypted on the server by using transport layer security (TLS).
D. Microsoft Azure AD provides authorization and role based access control at the transport layer.
E. Mailbox databases in Microsoft Exchange Online contain only mailboxes from a single tenant.
F. Mailbox databases in Microsoft Exchange Online contain mailboxes from multiple tenants.
Answer: A,B,F
Explanation:
A: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/compliance/office-365-encryption-in-the-microsoftcloud-overview?view=o365-worldwide
B: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/microsoft-365-tenant-isolationoverview?view=o365-worldwide
F: https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/enterprise/microsoft-365-isolation-in-microsoft365?view=o365-worldwide
3.DRAG DROP
Match each authentication identity to its scenario.
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To answer, drag the appropriate authentication identity from the column on the left to its scenario on the
right Each authentication identity may be used once, more than once, or not at all. NOTE: Each correct
match is worth one point.

Answer:

Explanation:
A picture containing table
Description automatically generated
4.DRAG DROP
You administer a Microsoft 365 tenant.
You need to be able to quickly identify the status of each by its icon.
Which service status is associated with each icon? To answer, drag the appropriate service status to the
correct targets. Each service status may be used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to
drag the split bar between panes or scroll to view content. NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one
point.

Answer:
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5.DRAG DROP
A company plans to migrate to a hybrid cloud infrastructure.
You need to determine where to manage the environment after the migration is complete.
Match each item to the location where it will be managed. To answer, drag the appropriate item from the
column on the left to its location on the right. Each item may be used once, more than once, or not at all.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.

Answer:
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Explanation:
References:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office365/securitycompliance/go-to-the-securitycompliance-center
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/exchange/security-and-compliance/mail-flow-rules/disclaimerssignatures-footers-or-headers
https://www.itprotoday.com/email-and-calendaring/configure-email-disclaimer-exchange-server-2016
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/office/troubleshoot/switch-channel-for-office-365
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